Experience the LIFF 2020 programme until 30 November on Leeds Film Player...

Magical animated fantasy Wolfwalkers joins
LIFF 2020 on Leeds Film Player
Our latest addition to the LIFF 2020 programme on Leeds Film Player is a magical animated
feature and one of the best films of the year. From the Oscar-nominated studio behind The
Secret of Kells and Song of the Sea, Wolfwalkers is a tale of the unlikely friendship between
two girls in 17th-century Ireland. There are a limited number of views available, so book now!

Everything changes for a young apprentice hunter when she befriends a free-spirited girl
from a mysterious tribe rumoured to transform into wolves by night. ‘A visually dazzling, richly
imaginative, emotionally resonant production that taps into contemporary concerns while
being true to its distant origins.’ - Hollywood Reporter

Wolfwalkers is available for 24 hours, from 6pm on Sat 28 November on Leeds Film Player
Book Wolfwalkers now | Watch the trailer

Explore Leeds Film Player
LIFF 2020 Festival Survey - Win Blu-rays
from The Criterion Collection

Complete the LIFF 2020 Festival survey and
you could win one of two sets of prizes each
including a bundle of December’s Blu-ray
releases from The Criterion Collection
(featuring The Irishman, Five Easy Pieces
and Girlfriends) and LIFF face-masks. We
would really appreciate your feedback on
your LIFF 2020 experience and all results
and comments will contribute to our
development of LIFF 2021

Complete the survey

The survey closes at midnight
on Monday 30 November

LIFF 2020 films on Leeds Film Player until 30 November...
Official Selection: High Ground, One of
These Days & Quo Vadis, Aida?

Don’t miss the chance to see the
mesmerising Australian western, High
Ground, a gripping revenge tale with
beautiful cinematography in the outback.
There is also One of These Days, a
captivating Texan drama about the ‘hands on
the truck’ endurance competition and the
urgent and brilliant Quo Vadis, Aida?, a
View Official Selection

must-see Bosnian war drama writer and
director Jasmila Zbanic.

Cinema Versa: Kubrick by Kubrick &
Andrey Tarkovsky: A Cinema Prayer

The last few days of Cinema Versa on Leeds
Film Player still offer the chance to see some
incredible documentaries. Kubrick by Kubrick
is a rare opportunity to hear the great
director’s fascinating insights into his
filmmaking. Another great but very different
director gets a similar profile in Andrey
Tarkovsky. A Cinema Prayer and Meanwhile
on Earth has a light touch with a heavy

View Cinema Versa

subject, the end of life industry in Sweden.
Fanomenon: The Columnist, Beauty
Water & Night-in of the Dead
The Columnist is a pitch-black comedy for
our over-connected age, in which a
newspaper columnist is on a mission track
down the trolls and deliver some swift, polite
and deadly vengeance. Adapted from a
popular webcomic, Cho Kyung-hun’s
animated body horror Beauty Water conveys
the murderous lengths someone will go to to
be attractive. The full Night-in of the Dead
View Fanomenon

package, featuring four features and one
short, is also now available to watch.

Leeds Short Film Awards: The Winners

A qualifying event for the BAFTAs and the
Oscars, the Leeds Short Film Awards
celebrates the short film form in all its glory.
We’re thrilled to announce the full list of
award winners and special mentions across
the seven short film competitions. All the
winning films can now be watched together
in one programme on Leeds Film Player,
alongside video messages from the winning
View Leeds Short Film Awards

filmmakers as bonus content.

Leeds Short Film Awards:
New European Programmes

Six new short film programmes have been
added to Leeds Film Player, including our
favourite Animation, Documentary & Live
Action short film nominees from the
European Film Awards. Transilvania
International Film Festival have lovingly
curated a Romanian Short Film Focus and
there’s a free programme from CEE
Animation showcasing the most talented

View Leeds Short Film Awards

young animators from Central & Eastern
Europe.
Leeds Young Film Festival 2020:
Rocca Changes the World
Over 25 families joined together to act as
this year's Leeds Young Film Festival jury
online, selecting Rocca Changes the World
as the winning film. Rocca is a unique 11
year-old girl with a gung-ho attitude to life.
Sent to live with her Grandmother while her
astronaut father is on the International Space
Station, she dedicates herself to tackling
bullying and the attitude to the homeless
View Leeds Young Film Festival

people in the town. The jury also gave a
special mention to Romy's Salon, which is
still available to watch.

Covid-19 Update

Leeds Film is part of the Leeds Arts, Events & Venues Team, which programmes events at
Leeds Town Hall, Millennium Square and Carriageworks Theatre including Leeds
International Film Festival, Leeds International Beer Festival and Leeds International Concert
Season. Please visit the Leeds Town Hall website for the latest news and updates about
future activities, as they continue to follow the latest government guidance about live events.

Leeds Film is supported by the British Film Institute

You are receiving this email because you subscribed to the Leeds International Film Festival newsletter.
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